OVERVIEW

Code42 Next-Gen Data Loss Protection
Code42 Next-Gen DLP delivers powerful file visibility, retrieval
and retention capabilities through a single, centralized view.

CORE CAPABILITIES
COLLECT
Automatically collect and
store every version of every
file across all devices. Index
all file activity across devices
and cloud storage.

MONITOR
See files being moved by
users to external hard drives
or shared via cloud services.

INVESTIGATE
Triage and prioritize data
threats by searching file
activity across cloud services
and all devices, even
when they are offline.

FOCUSED ON FILES

AGILE DATA SECURITY

UNIFIED FILE VISIBILITY
See file activity across endpoints and
cloud services to speed investigations.

Code42 Next-Gen DLP deploys in days
to quickly address key data security
challenges.

FAST FILE RETRIEVAL
Restore file contents for analysis or
recovery from incidents in minutes.

• Detect insider threats
• Help satisfy regulatory compliance
• Speed up incident response
• Ensure business continuity

LONG-TERM FILE RETENTION
Keep files for as long as needed to
support legal and compliance needs.

PRESERVE
Retain files for all employees,
for as long as the files are
needed to satisfy data
retention requirements related
to compliance or litigation

RECOVER
Rapidly recover lost, deleted
and ransomed files.

OVERVIEW

CODE42 QUICK FACTS

OUR CUSTOMERS

Founded 2001

“Code42 Next-Gen DLP gives us a
complete view of everything that
happens to our data, including…
vulnerable endpoints such as PCs
and laptops. And if people upload to
the cloud, we can see what they took
and with whom they shared it.”
– MACOM

Locations
Minneapolis (HQ)
Denver
Washington, D.C.
London
Munich
Customers include:

50,000+

organizations worldwide

7 of the world’s 10 largest
tech companies

13 of the world’s 20 most
valuable brands

7 of the 8

Ivy League schools

“One of the biggest benefits of having
Code42 is the fact that we’re no
longer at risk of data loss, which
leads to lost time, money, and faith in
our company.”
– MacDonald-Miller
“Our data security needs have
expanded significantly in recent years
due to acquisitions. It’s important to
our business that the data security
programs we deploy make it easy
to protect our intellectual property
portfolio as it grows.”
– Shape Technologies Group

AWARDS
2019 Info Security Products Guide
Global Excellence Award
Gold Winner Security Products and
Solutions for Enterprise (Medium)

Cyber Defense Magazine
2018 InfoSec Award
Hot Company: Insider Threat Detection
Cutting Edge: Endpoint Security

2018 SC Awards Europe
Best Data Leakage
Prevention Solution

Info Security PG’s 2018
Global Excellence Awards
Security Products and Solutions
for the Enterprise, Gold
Endpoint Security, Silver

2018 Fortress Cyber Security Awards
Threat Detection
2018 Golden Bridge Award
Innovations in Technology
for Security Software, Bronze
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Code42 is the leader in data loss protection, visibility and recovery solutions. Native to the cloud, the Code42 Next-Gen Data Loss Protection solution rapidly detects insider threats, helps satisfy
regulatory compliance requirements and speeds incident response — all without lengthy deployments, complex policy management or blocks on user productivity. Security, IT and compliance
professionals can protect endpoint and cloud data from loss, leak, misuse and theft while maintaining an open and collaborative culture for employees. Founded in 2001, more than 50,000
organizations worldwide, including the most recognized brands in business and education, rely on Code42 to safeguard their ideas. The company is headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota, and
backed by Accel Partners, JMI Equity, NEA and Split Rock Partners. For more information, visit code42.com, read Code42’s blog or follow the company on Twitter. © 2019
OV0219151

